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● Apply approximately 5 mm (0.2 in) thick EPT seal to retainer
back surface.

WATER LEAKAGE TEST
Visually check for water leakage after repairing.
1. 2 workers are required. One worker checks inside the vehicle, and the other one washes with water.
2. Use 13 mm (0.51 in) diameter hose. Adjust water pressure by following method.

Hold the hose horizontally, and release water at 1000 mm
(39.37 in) height from ground. Adjust the distance, between the
ground point just below the hose and the water dropping point,
to reach 700 mm (27.56 in). (See the figure.)

3. Keeping the distance between the hose and the testing area by
100 mm (3.94 in), apply water along the area 3 times. During
applying water, move the hose by 100 mm (3.94 in)/sec speed.

4. Visually check for water leakage.
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Correspondence in Emergency AIS005V9

If the soft top cannot be operated electrically in the event of a discharged battery or any other system malfunc-
tion, the soft top needs to be closed manually or opened manually according to the following procedures.

MANUAL OPERATION (SOFT TOP FULLY OPEN � FULLY CLOSE)
1. Open The Trunk Lid
● Open the lid behind the passenger's seat (rear floor box).
● Remove cap of the emergency cable.
● Pull the emergency cable upper surface in the box.
● Open trunk lid.

2. Open The Storage Lid
● Remove floorboard inside of the trunk.
● Disconnect the storage lid motor harness connector upperward,

which is located at the right hand side of the trunk.
● Pull down the storage lid lock release cable (right and left sides

in the trunk).
● Confirm a clicking sound of lock release.
● Pull up the storage lid from the right and left sides of vehicle (two

people are required).
CAUTION:
The storage lid is extremely heavy. Pulling it up should be
done by two people. Use Hex-wrench to rotate the axis of
the gear, when the lid does not move.

3. Close The Soft Top
● Disconnect roof actuator harness connector right and left sides.

CAUTION:
2nd disconnect top of roof actuator harness connector
right and first disconnect top of roof actuator harness con-
nectors left sides.

● Pull up the soft top right and left sides of the vehicle slowly by
hand (two people are required).

● Lock soft top front lock.

4. Close The Storage Lid
● Push down soft top to body panel.
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5. Lower The Soft Top 5th Bow
● Remove both operating rod of soft top 5th bow.

CAUTION:
Remove a holder of operating rod end.
Simultaneously hold soft top 5th bow by hand when remov-
ing the holder.

● Push in 5th bow to storage lid (do half lock).
CAUTION:
After closing the soft top manually according to the above pro-
cedures, have the soft top operation system checked and/or
repaired by a NISSAN dealer as soon as possible.
Avoid leaving the vehicle outside for long periods or driving at
high speed. As the rear of the soft top is not locked completely,
this may allow wind and rain get into the vehicle.

MANUAL OPERATION (SOFT TOP FULLY CLOSE � FULLY OPEN)
1. Remove The Luggage Floor Trim
● Remove the rear floor box and luggage floor finisher upper. Refer to EI-40, "Removal and Installation (for

Roadster Models)" .

2. Cutting Storage Room Finisher
● Cut storage room finisher from seat side.

3. Unlock The Storage Lid
● Remove clip of inspection cover.

● Remove the storage lid inspection cover.
● Pull the unlock wire then unlock the soft top 5th bow.
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4. Open The Soft Top 5th Bow
● Remove both shock absorber of soft top 5th bow.
● Open the soft top 5th bow (approximate 90 degrees)

5. Open The Trunk Lid
● Pull the emergency cable.
● Open the trunk lid.

6. Open The Storage Lid
● Remove floorboard inside of the trunk.
● Disconnect the storage lid motor harness connector downward

which is in the right hand side of the trunk.
● Pull down the storage lid lock release cable (right and left side of

the trunk).
● Confirm a clicking sound of lock release.
● Pull up the storage lid from the right and left sides of vehicle (two

people are required).
CAUTION:
The storage lid is extremely heavy. Pulling it up should be
done by two people. Use Hex-wrench to rotate the axis of
the gear, when storage lid does not move.

● Disconnect roof actuator harness connector right and left side (disconnect top of roof actuator harness
connector right and left side)

7. Open The Soft Top
● Lower the soft top 5th bow.
● Unlock the front lock.
● Open the soft top right and left side of the vehicle slowly by hand (two person job).

8. Close The Storage Lid
NOTE:
If necessary.

9. Close The Trunk Lid
NOTE:
If necessary.
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STORAGE LID PFP:97002

Removal and Installation of Storage Lid Assembly AIS005VA

REMOVAL
1. Disconnect storage lid actuator connector.
2. Remove bolts, and then remove storage lid striker.

NOTE:
● 2 or more workers are required.
● Paint matching marks to check location for installation.

3. Remove nuts which is connecting the storage lid upper bracket
and the storage lid lower bracket.
NOTE:
Paint matching marks to check location for installation

4. Remove nuts of storage lid hinge, and then remove storage lid,
spacers and shims.

INSTALLATION
1. Install in the reverse order of  removal.
2. Install storage lid, and then adjust fitting of lid.

1. Storage lid 2. Storage outer protector 3. Spacer

4. Shim 5. Storage lid hinge 6. Storage lid striker

7. Storage lid upper bracket 8. Storage lid lower bracket 9. 5th bow lock

10. 5th bow unlock actuator 11. 5th bow closure motor
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Removal and Installation of Storage Lid Inside Unit AIS005VB

REMOVAL
NOTE:
After installing Storage lid on the vehicle, an adjustment of Storage lid position is required in both closed and
opened condition. 
Put the removed storage lid on the floor or a work bench covered by waste clothes to prevent any scratches.
1. Remove storage lid inspection cover on the front side of Storage lid. (a in the figure)
2. Disconnect a wire from a lock assembly by pulling out a connection pin. (b in the figure)

NOTE:
The pin should be taken off by a small pliers not to fell into Stor-
age lid. If the pin fell into Storage lid, then it is very difficult to
take the pin out from the lid. And if the pin is left inside the lid, it
may make an uncomfortable noise.

3. Remove closure mounting bolt from back of storage lid. (c in the figure)
4. Move closure toward outside of vehicle (because it interferes with unlock). (d in the figure)
5. Disconnect unlock actuator connector. (e in the figure)
6. Disconnect actuator side of unlock cable. (g in the figure)
7. Remove unlock actuator mounting bolt from back of storage lid, and then remove unlock actuator from

inspection cover. (f in the figure)
8. Remove lock mounting bolt from back of storage lid, and then move entire lock toward rear of storage lid.

(h in the figure)
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9. Disconnect lock harness connector, and then remove lock from inspection cover. (j in the figure)
NOTE:
Turn lock catcher counterclockwise, and then face it to storage lid inspection hole side to remove because
it interferes with storage lid when removing.

10. Disconnect closure harness connector, and then remove closure from inspection cover. (k in the figure)
11. Disconnect unlock actuator, lock, and closure harness connectors from inspection cover.

(Push in harness connector clip tabs from back of storage lid using a screwdriver so as to remove.)

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.
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Removal and Installation of Storage Lid Actuator AIS005VC

REMOVAL
1. Remove trank room trim.
2. Remove nuts and bolts, and then remove storage lid lower

bracket.

3. Disconnect storage lid actuator harness connector.
4. Remove nuts and remove storage lid actuator from storage lid

bracket, lower.

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.

Removal and Installation of Storage Room Finisher AIS005VD

REMOVAL
1. Remove rear side finisher. Refer to EI-36, "REAR SIDE FINISHER" .
2. Remove bolts, and then soft top mounting bracket (front).
3. Remove bolts, and then soft top mounting bracket (rear).
4. Lift up soft top mounting bracket using a lever, and then remove storage room finisher clips.
5. Remove storage room finisher clips, and then remove rear side of storage room finisher.
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6. Lift up back panel finisher clips using remover tools, and then remove front side of storage room finisher.

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.

Removal and Installation of Storage Outer Protector AIS005VE

Note the following, and install in the reverse order of removal.
1. Heat the bonded area using a hair dryer, and then remove stor-

age outer protector.
NOTE:
Do not reuse storage outer protector after removing.

2. Remove storage room finisher.

3. Clean Storage lid surface.
4. Close Soft top, and draw a line on a storage lid just behind the 5th bow out side edge by a water base

marker pen.
5. Apply IPA solution (isopropyl alcohol : water = 1 : 1) on the lid, and set the storage outer protector position

from one side. And do the same procedure to another side.
6. Apply left side storage lid outer aligning with left storage lid scribed line.
7. Apply right side storage lid outer aligning with right storage lid scribed line.
NOTE:
Not to put air or dust under the tape.
After applying the tape on the lid, peal off the protection film on the storage outer protector.
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● Secure left, right, and front end of storage room finisher with remaining part when removing using double-
faced adhesive tape.

Adjustment of Storage Lid AIS005VF

ADJUSTMENT IN FULLY CLOSED POSITION

A-A Clearance Adjustment
Loosen nuts of storage lid hinge. Adjust storage lid until the clear-
ance is within the specification.

B-B Clearance Adjustment
Loosen nut of storage lid striker lock, and adjust it until the clearance is within the specification.

C-C Clearance Adjustment, A-A Evenness Adjustment
Loosen nuts of storage lid hinge. Adjust storage lid height by
exchanging or adding shim until the evenness is within the specifica-
tion.
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B-B Evenness Adjustment
Loosen nuts of storage lid hinge. Adjust the lid until the evenness is
within the specification.

ADJUSTMENT IN FULLY OPENED POSITION
Adjust linkage position of storage lid striker and storage lid striker lock to specified dimension, by loosening
nuts fixing storage lid bracket, upper and lower.
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Removal and Installation of Storage Lid Striker Lock & Storage Lid Emergency 
Opener Cable AIS005WB

REMOVAL
1. Remove storage room finisher. Refer to RF-127, "Removal and Installation of Storage Room Finisher" .
2. Remove trunk front finisher. Refer to EI-47, "TRUNK ROOM TRIM & TRUNK LID FINISHER" .
3. Disconnect each clamp of storage lid emergency opener cable.
4. Disconnect each harness connector of storage lid lock assembly.
5. Remove storage lid lock mounting bolts, and then remove storage lid lock assembly.

INSTALLATION
Install in the reverse order of removal.

Installation of Storage Lid Front Seal Rubber AIS00660

INSTALLATION
1. Clean all glue residue off of the inside of the storage lid groove.
2. Apply grease to the inside of the storage lid groove.

1. Storage lid striker lock assembly 2. Nut 3. Bolt

4. Storage lid emergency opener cable 5. Storage lid emergency opener hook
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3. Using a flat-bladed lever, insert it into the storage lid groove, since the groove is narrow and complicated.

4. When inserting front seal rubber into the storage lid groove, it is
helpful to use a flat-bladed lever to guide into place.

5. Clean around the storage lid groove and  the rubber.
● Apply sealing bond between lid and the rubber.

1. Front seal rubber 2. Storage lid
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